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July 2018
The Official Newsletter of The Experimental Aircraft Association

Chapter 15, Lewis University Airport, Romeoville, Illinois.

Meeting the 2nd Tuesday of each month  @ 7:00 PM 

July 10, 2018 EAA 15  meeting. 7PM  KLOT Terminal Conference Room

July 23-29, 2018     EAA AirVenture Oshkosh, Oshkosh, Wisconsin

Calendar of Events

www.15.eaachapter.org

The Chicago skyline as seen from Dale's Sport Cruiser



From the President

Folks - meeting at 7:00; usual location in the conference room of the terminal building. We have
a pretty full agenda of current and upcoming issues and events, and can use feedback from as many 
people as possible.  

I have invited a guest speaker, but I haven't received confirmation yet, so if the speaker doesn't 
show, I'll sing a few songs for y'all.   

 As current President, I feel it's my responsibility to give a summary of this year's annual 
event. In the past, it's been a Pancake Breakfast; last year was just a donuts-and-coffee fill-in 
year as the chapter reorganized. 

Darren Lilja first began discussing a combined airplane-and-car show two years ago. 
Right around the first of this year, the Ch 15 Board approved "Wings Over Wheels;" Darren 
would have overall responsibility and several key members took on critical roles to support and 
coordinate with him. 

Over the next 5 months, Darren contacted dozens of potential "partners," exhibitors, car 
show leaders, flying groups and pilots. Working with the Ch 15 leaders, he and they developed 
an overall plan. We discussed this at our monthly meetings, and in meetings with airport 
management. 

The result was incredible! This event very well reflected the outstanding history of 
Chapter 15 Pancake Breakfasts. I can't say enough good things about the program that Darren, 
Tom Williams, Bob Kopeika and others put together!!!

Yes, the weather was bad, which probably reduced our attendance by 80% or more. The 
weather was virtually unflyable, and the grounds prohibited more than just a handful of show 
cars. Visitors were challenged with muddy conditions for parking. And yes, we made a few 
mistakes and were forced into some late changes in the menu, but overall, the food was 
excellent and the indoor movement of people went well.

I believe we accomplished several key goals:

1. We built a program that we can duplicate every year. The basic organization is 
established, so I see this becoming a premier event in the southern Chicagoland area every 
year.

2. We introduced many members of our local community to the airport and to aviation. 
Like all airports and all EAA chapters, we must focus on getting more people from our local 
communities into the airport, showing the advantages of having a local airport.

3. Our aviation outreach program brought good results. I personally recruited two 
potential Eagle candidates; plus, several potential Young Eagles are excited about joining that 
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program. I'm sure other members had similar experiences.

4. Finally, and most important (to me): our membership really stepped up in support of 
this event. It proves that we are achieving our goals: expanding our chapter, involving new 
people in our programs, and getting more participation from our existing members. 

To repeat: the only real negative was the weather. I looked at the long-term forecase, 
and I can tell you thatnext year, the weather will be perfect: mid-70's with scattered high clouds
above 12,000, and we'll have a turn-out 10 times greater than this year!!!

So: Thank you, Darren, Tom and Bob for working so well together to pull this off!!! 

Sincerely,

Jerry O.

PS I'll circulate the financial numbers as soon as they're tabulated. Ralph and I believe 
the chapter came close to break-even, but we won't know until all the bills are covered. But 
even if we lose a few bucks, the true successes of this event are the expanded outreach to our 
neighbors and the excellent cooperation by all our members and volunteers. 

PPS As you already heard, the kids' plane that Bob K built was raffled by the two youth 
groups that Ch 461 is developing. They raised over $800; they'll use that to expand their 
programs to bring more kids into aviation. 
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And the Winner is....!

A very busy weekend at the Cavalcade of Planes and decent results from the people present at 
the WOW event helped raise $801 for the youth aviation groups Aviatres and the Right Fliers. They 
manned the booths and did an outstanding job selling the tickets. The funds are set aside for their 
activities and will be administered by Chapter 461. 

I also took 3 of them for a ride in the RV at the last Young Eagles event to thank them for their 
help. The winner pictured above is Kelly and she was excited to pick it up the next day. Now,who's 
going to build one for next year?. I maybe busy as I'm getting the itch again, possibly a Rans S-21 or 
another RV. Should hit 500 hours this week and the RV grin is bigger than ever. 

Bob K
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Skybolt Update

With the warm weather finally sticking around, I've gotten quite a bit of progress made on the 
Skybolt project. I'm steadily amassing a stack of covered parts as shown in the above photo. One of the 
things I really lucked out on was that as I was covering the wings, and trimming the excess fabric, I 
took care not to just haphazardly cut. I tried to keep the pieces as large as possible and it has really paid
off in that I have been able to cover the stabilizers, elevators, landing gear legs and 2 of the ailerons 
with those “scraps”. That leaves me only 2 more ailerons, the rudder and the fuselage left to cover, and 
I should have plenty of material left on the roll to accomplish those tasks. Once those are done, it will 
be final shrinking, some rib stitching and finishing tapes. I'm still targeting late fall for completion of 
the project, barring anything major. We'll keep you posted!
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First Name Last Name Title E-Mail

Jerry Ossowski President jerry_osso@comcast.net

Jerry Schiera Vice President ggerald@juno.com

Terry Scott Secretary trscott0@gmail.com

Ralph Benway Treasurer ralph.benway@gmail.com

Wayne Brazinski Board Member wbrazinski@gmail.com

Bob Kopeika Board Member GPBOB1@sbcglobal.net

Lee Nelson Board Member  

Tom Williams Board Member jrtwms@sbcglobal.net
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